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From humble beginnings as an first generation immigrant, to
entrepreneur, presenter and award winning author, Michele
Gennoe is a powerful inspiration to leaders around the world
With over 20 years experience in leadership
roles Michele has worked across corporate,
government and not for profit sectors as a
trusted advisor and consultant for
organisations ranging from Shine through to
the Department of Education and Red Cross.
Over time the way that we lead and manage
businesses has also changed rapidly and
evolved into an age where we are almost
drowning in the information available whilst
being thirsty for the wisdom behind it.
In moving with her family to Western Australia
at the age of four Michele learned how to
survive profound change and transition from
an early age and difficult family dynamics
further refined this skill. These early lessons
in survival have carried through so that – in
life and in business – Michele has been
successful and is highly sought after as an
authority in the change and leadership space.
As a keynote presenter, Michele’s authenticity
is one of her greatest assets. She has the
rare ability to connect with people by holding
up a mirror to them and showing them the
metaphoric parsley stuck in their teeth, with
compassion, conviction and humour.

Michele imparts wisdom generously but
with clear expectations – she doesn’t want
to leave a warm and fuzzy lasting
impression on her audience, she wants to
have a lasting impact on the way they
choose to work and mindfully lead their
lives as a result of what they have learned.

Michele is an award winning business
author and presenter not just because her
personal story is moving or because she is
exceptional at breaking complex issues
down into bite-sized pieces (although that
certainly helps) but through her compelling
examples which are relatable to her
audience. After 20 years as a leader in
industries as diverse as banking, media,
charity and consulting, she has been
there and done it and paid close attention to
what works and what doesn’t.
Michele’s advice is a combination of street
smart wisdom, practical concepts and
productive triggers, derived from the hard
learned lessons of her own trial and error,
as well as years of close observation and
identification of the characteristics shared
by leaders and teams globally.
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WHAT PEOPLE HAVE SAID ABOUT MICHELE
“Michele is a high level changemaker that can come in and help you
transform the way that you do business….The work that she does in
transforming corporations in Australia and around the world is profound”
D Lehrer, Forex Nation
I think that she has done a fantastic job of bringing together a large group
of people who are leaders in their industries and teaching them about why
is it important to be mindful in the way that you go about leading your
organisation” J Hogarty, Be Business
Michele brings an holistic approach… and there’s a level of honesty, a level
of awareness, of Mindfulness that Michele grasps really well”
M Carton, Connected Resources
“Her generous, dedicated nature is a standout strength as is her
abundance of knowledge, experience and passion in the Mindful
Leadership space” S Chambers, It’s About the Customer
“Michele is a highly considerate and innovative individual and leader.
Mindful Leadership is testimony of Michele’s ability to combine an
expansive range of experiences, successful past practices and forward
thinking into guidelines for healthy and clear communication”
M Kadunc, C Change Music
Michele is a changemaker and its her background of 20 plus years working
in corporate plus her background of working with people on a personal
development level that really works”
R Powis, Defining Style
Michele is a fabulous human being, she understands thoughtful, mindful
leadership and she is really passionate about delivering that message to
the world… Really inspired by her” C Alderman, Be Ultimate
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MICHELE’S KEYNOTE TOPICS
FOR 2018 ARE:
Michele presents on a range of topical topics designed to
empower the audience. She is a complete professional,
easy to work with, happy to spend time with her audience
before and after an event and it is important to her that her
clients are absolutely satisfied with the outcome of her
presentations. The following topics are the main keynote
themes for 2018, however all presentations can be further
modified to suit the target audience. If you have a specific
event theme or have a topic you would like to cover,
Michele is happy to work with you to develop concepts that
will resonate with you and your audience.

 Leadership in an Age of Purpose, Presence
and endless Permutations
 How to Lead and Live a Focused and
Fabulous Life in An Uncertain Future?
 Integrating IQ, EQ and MQ into Leading
Teams Successfully
 Personal Branding for Purpose
 How to Integrate Futurist thinking into
Planning, Delivery and Measurement
 Mindful Team Management Tools
 The Crystal Ball of Leadership
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Now if you are convinced that Michele is the person to present to your audience- fantastic.
She will do everything she can to make your event a huge success. To confirm speaker
fee and to make a booking, you can contact Michele directly or go through a
speaking bureau to make the arrangements.
Email – michele@michelegennoe.com
Telephone - +61 2 9086 9299
Website – www.michelegennoe.com
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